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Hello, everyone, I'm pretty new to this Subradit and learning Japanese. A friend of mine told me about Japanese from scratch a while ago so I purchased it and made my way through it. I kind of liked the way it slowly taught Hiragana, because I had some minor problems with remembering the ones that look similar, but it kind of annoyed me how it would
continue to mix Romaji (which obviously is a result from teaching Hiragana slowly haha). I purchased the second book without much thought about sticking to this series because I hadn't even heard of research resources and other methods, and I didn't really bother to investigate because I was studying full-time and part-time work and I just didn't want to go
into time. About the teaching style relating to grammar, it is at a fairly slow pace and after the first book I felt like I wasn't really learning much smart grammar, although (as stated) I did well the style of slowly learning Hiragana, so it left me a little unhappy and insecure about the series. When I discovered this subreddit, I saw that not many people were
speaking warmly about JfZ and it only reinforced my doubts about the series. Any tips on other series I can pick up after properly studying Katakana in book 2, or is it better to just stick with the JfZ series considering I'm not kind of like the style of teaching a little slower sometimes? Thanks in AdvancePage 2 10 hello notes, Im LF japanes from zero 1 pdf
scan.. Anybody got it? I'll buy the next three if the first one's good. Thank you I've been wanting to learn Japanese for a while, but I can't find reliable resources. A few weeks ago I came across these books and saw they had a really good rating, so I wondered if they were a good resource. Page 2 24 hello comments, I looked for kind of a lot for this kind of
question and I didn't seem to find anyone who did that question so here I am. I'm thinking of getting the Japanese book from scratch, but I already know the Canna, are the first two books worth getting anyway? Also, after finishing all the books of the series (I think they are 3 or 4 books, not sure) where will it lead me? On N5/N4 level? Anybody use those
books? What do you think of that? Thank you! Page 2 22 notes just starting to learn Japanese, is the Kindle edition of this book as good as the regular version? Am I going to miss something? Page 2 11 Comments Is Anyone Japanese From Scratch! Full series? How's that? Where's he going? Page 2 5 comments according to the beginner's guide
recommends, I've been trying to learn the hiragana symbols (along with trying to write them) and I quite enjoy it. While I've asked in the past about how good Genki is for a self-teaching person like me, and I definitely want to let him go, would that be the best entry point (for a full beginner like me) or other guides like the Japanese from scratch would be a
better option? It's mostly that I struggle to get my foot in. And I just want to know where the best place to start is. Page 2 10 comments was about to buy Genki on Amazon, but then I read this review:It's informative and well written and I can see why so many people recommend it but it's not designed for self-research. If I had purchased this textbook at the
beginning of my Japanese-language journey, I probably would have given up from the start. Each chapter moves quickly and the explanations are short, so this is why it is best to use it in a classroom where teachers can explain and answer more questions. However, I picked up this book after already learning the basics and finding it to be very useful. It
really helps strengthen my knowledge of Japanese grammar and check words. If you are a student who taught yourself what I recommend japanese from scratch and an online resource JapanesePod101.com. Both are designed to be used by people who are not in an official Japanese classroom. Does it have credibility? Should I buy Japanese from scratch
instead of Genki because I'm not in class? Page 2 12 Comments 20 page 2 20 Comments Hey George, I bought all your books and the Korean. Korean from scratch! 1 is available in PDF format that I can put into an app like Notability or GoodNotes and write about it on my iPad and it's amazing that many people like me don't want to write in an actual book
because it feels like we're ruining it. Is there any way we can get the Japanese from scratch! PDF Series? (And the rest of the Koreans) even if we dot it and get a one-day download link or is it behind a payment wall? Thanks in advance! Pre!
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